Searching for Better Photorefractive and Photovoltaic Materials

Objectives:

To discover better photorefractive organic materials with high performances and fast response time while simultaneously gaining a deeper understanding on their mechanisms. To synthesize novel conjugated diblock copolymers with build-in p-n junction for photovoltaic effect and molecular electronics.

Approaches:

We pursued three classes of organic photorefractive materials for a better understanding of the PR mechanism in organic materials, a faster response time, higher PR performance, lower applied field and a broader sensitive wavelength region: 1. monolithic molecular materials with tunable electronic properties, 2. conjugated oligomer-NLO chromophore system 3. PR polymers containing transition metal complexes as photosensitizers. Novel molecular structures will be synthesized and extensive physical studies will be performed. Issues related to these three classes of photorefractive materials will be addressed via new strategies. The synthesized materials will be sent to air force lab and other engineering groups for device exploration.

A series of asymmetric diblock conjugated copolymers (co-oligomers) will be synthesized and studied for photovoltaic effect and molecular electronics. These diblock copolymers contain both electron-rich and electron-deficient blocks and exhibit molecular p-n junction. New synthetic strategies of these materials will be developed. The phase separation behavior, optical and electronic properties of these block copolymers will be studied. Photovoltaic devices will be fabricated and their performance will be correlated with structural parameters. The energy difference between the built-in blocks will be varied with molecular structural modification to enhance the exciton dissociation efficiency. The absorption range of the conjugated copolymers can also be expanded to cover whole solar spectrum. Small oligomers of these molecules will be studied for molecular diode.
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Summary of research achievements.

1. Detailed Studies of Photorefractive Effect in Monolithic Materials

In the area of electro-optical materials, photorefractive (PR) effect is a unique but complex phenomenon that involves four distinct processes: photocharge generation, charge transport, charge trapping, and build-up of space-charge field due to the redistribution of photogenerated charges and subsequent modulation of refractive index by space-charge field via the linear electro-optic (EO) effect, also known as the Pockels effect. A photorefractive material therefore must possess both photoconductivity and EO effect. Although the PR effect was first discovered in inorganic ferroelectric single crystals in 1967, more investigation for organic PR materials have been carried on in the past decades due to their ease of fabrication and structural flexibility. Numerous designing rationales have been implemented, resulting in a large database of materials, roughly categorized into composite materials and fully-functionalized materials.

Appeared recently, monolithic photorefractive materials have attracted more attention due to the simplicity of the materials and their appealing performance. They are relatively easy to synthesize and purify, providing a good platform for the further understanding of the structure-property correlation and also the PR mechanism. They can be used either in bulk or in doped form with typical photosensitizers such as C₆₀ or TNFM. Extensive studies have been focused on both steady state and dynamical photorefractive performance of these organic glasses.

More recently, our group found that certain nonlinear optical dye molecules could form homogeneous films and exhibit a large PR effect under an external electric field. These are monolithic PR materials, containing only a single kind of molecules. These materials have numerous advantages over other types of organic photorefractive materials, such as high chromophore concentration, no phase separation, long-term stability, good optical quality, and ease of film fabrication. It is obvious that these molecules play all four functional roles required for the PR effect.
Single component photorefractive materials based on small molecules have been synthesized. The side chains located in the electron-withdrawing group of these molecules were systematically changed in order to investigate their influence. It was demonstrated that the photorefractive performance of these materials could be fine-tuned by changing the length of the side chain. Excellent optical quality and photorefractive properties were obtained. A large net optical gain of 280 cm\(^{-1}\) at a low external field (38.3 V/\(\mu\)m) and a diffraction efficiency of 82% were observed at 780 nm. The results indicate that an optimum side chain length exists for this type of molecules.

The molecular structures investigated are shown in Figure 1. The design idea of this molecule is similar to that of our previously reported system. A tricyano-substituted furan group is used as the \(\pi\) electron acceptor, which renders this molecule highly hyperpolarizable. The R groups attached to the furan ring in this molecule can be modified to tune the physical properties of the resulting materials. The synthetic procedures of these molecules will be reported elsewhere. It was found that films with excellent optical quality could be prepared from these materials. As the R group
changes, the free volume and the interaction between chromophores are altered, which lead to changes in the glass transition temperature and PR properties.

Among the four materials shown in Table 1, M01, M02 and m06 are very stable. No crystallization and optical degradation was observed at room temperature for almost one year. But m04 is stable only for one week at room temperature, after that, green crystals could be observed. Some physical and optical parameters of these materials were determined and summarized in Table 1. The glass transition temperature \( T_g \) was determined by a differential scanning calorimeter (Shimadzu, DSC 60). The \( T_g \) values of all the materials are close to or lower than room temperature and decreases as the side chain elongates. The films for our experiments were fabricated with heating the materials near the melting point and then sandwiching them by pressing two indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates. The thickness of the sample was pre-determined with the spacer used. The absorption coefficients of the samples were measured with a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-2401PC). The change of side chain does not affect conjugation length and has little influence on the absorption peak (Table 1). The resulting films are amorphous as confirmed with wide-angle X-ray diffraction experiments. These films are photoconductive, with dark current and photocurrent values listed in Table 1. The refractive index of the film was determined at 780 nm with the prism-coupling method (Metricon model 2010 prism coupler).

Table. Molecules and their properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>( \lambda_{\text{max}} ) (nm)</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( I_{\text{dark}} ) (nA)</th>
<th>( I_{\text{photo}} ) (nA)</th>
<th>( T_g ) (°C)</th>
<th>( E_{\pi/2} ) (V/µm)</th>
<th>( \Delta n(10^{-3}) )</th>
<th>( A_{BR}/A_{EO} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m00</td>
<td>Methyl</td>
<td>595.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m02</td>
<td>Ethyl</td>
<td>593.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m04</td>
<td>Butyl</td>
<td>592.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m06</td>
<td>Hexyl</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>6.8±1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Note: Photoconductive measurements were performed with samples of 27 µm-thickness at an external field of 30V/µm; the irradiation intensity of the light was 103 mW/cm² at 780 nm.

Photorefractive gain and diffraction efficiency were determined with two-beam coupling and degenerated four-wave mixing experiments. The PR properties of m06 were investigated at 20°C due to probable dielectric breakdown at a high electric field at room temperature, and the others were investigated at 25°C. As a standard method for two-beam coupling, the two P-polarized laser beams, with intensities of \( I_1(0) \) and \( I_2(0) \), were overlapped in the film to write the grating. The sample was tilted at 53°, with an external intersect angle of 18°. The intensities, \( I_1(L) \) and \( I_2(L) \), behind the sample were measured as a function of applied field. With an increasing applied field, \( I_1(L) \) increases and \( I_2(L) \) decreases superlinearly. The incident two-beam intensities were equal, 302 mW/cm². The gain coefficient was calculated by using the expression,

\[
\Gamma = \frac{\ln(\gamma\beta) - \ln(\beta + 1 - \gamma)}{L}
\]
where $L$ is the optical path length for beam 1, $\beta$ is the ratio of the two input beam intensities, $\beta = I_2(0)/I_1(0)$, $\gamma$ is the beam coupling ratio defined as the ratio of intensities of $I_1(L)$ with and without the presence of $I_2$, $\gamma = I_1(L)_{\text{with}}/I_1(L)_{\text{without}}$. 

FIG. 2. Optical gain as a function of applied field. The inset is the change of optical gain at 30V/µm versus the relative length of side chain (RL). The solid line is a guide to eye.

The dependence of the gain coefficients on the external field for the samples is shown in Figure 2. The data were collected before the dielectric breakdown of the samples at a high external field. The net optical gains were obtained at an electric field as low as 5V/µm for all four materials. At high electric field, large net optical gains were observed for all samples. For example, a gain value for molecule m02 reached 285 cm$^{-1}$ at a field of 38.3V/µm, which is almost as large as six times the value of the monolithic PR materials we reported before at the same electric field, and comparable with the best composite materials and low molecular weight PR materials doped with sensitizer.$^{10-11}$ The inset in Figure 2 shows the change of optical gain for different materials with relative lengths of side chains at an electric field of 30V/µm. It shows that side chains with ethyl and butyl groups could significantly improve photorefractive properties. These experimental results could be easily understood if we consider the difference between molecular structures and $T_g$ values. As the size of side chain increases, the intermolecular interactions could be weakened and $T_g$ values decrease correspondingly, which will benefit the chromophore's orientation and reorientation under the combined external electric field and space charge field. The optical gain measurements with S-polarized light and response time (showed in figure 4 below) support this point. The calculated contribution of birefringence and electro-optical effect to the index modulation, $A_{BR}/A_{EO}$ (in Table 1), increases as the $T_g$ decreases.$^{12}$ However, as the size of the side chain increases, the concentration (N) of the effective nonlinear optical chromophores decreases and the molecular weight (M) increases, which leads to the decreases of the figure of merit of molecule F, $F=(9K_B T \mu \beta + 2\mu^2 \Delta \alpha)/K_B TM$.$^{13}$ It is well known that the refractive index modulation, $\Delta n$, is
proportional to the N and $F_{3,5}$. Therefore, considering the two integrated effects, an optimized side chain length exists for this type of material.

Degenerated four wave mixing experiments were performed with two s-polarized beams at an equal intensity of 302 mW/cm$^2$ overlapped in the film to write the grating. A weak p-polarized reading beam with an intensity of 16.9 mW/cm$^2$ was counter-propagated to one of the writing beams to detect the process of grating build-up. The normal of the surface was tilted 53° with respect to the symmetric axis of the two intersected beams and the external internal beam angle was 18°. The diffraction efficiency is defined as the ratio between the intensity of the diffracted beam and the transmitted beam intensity in the absence of the two writing beams. The field dependence of the diffraction efficiencies for the different materials is shown in Figure 3. Large diffraction efficiencies and low $E_{\text{max}}$ values (the applied fields at the maximum diffractions) were observed. The inset in Figure 3 shows the change of maximum diffraction efficiency ($\eta_{\text{max}}$) for different materials versus the relative length of the side chain. The refractive-index modulations ($\Delta n$) also were determined at $E_{\text{max}}$ (in table 1) according to the expression

$$\Delta n = \lambda \sqrt{\cos \theta_1 \cos \theta_2 \sin^{-1} \sqrt{n \eta} \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_1)}$$  

(2)

where $d$ is sample thickness, $\lambda$ is the wavelength, and $\theta_2$ and $\theta_1$ are the incident internal angles of the two writing beams. The same trend as the photorefractive gain can be observed, except in material m04, in which crystallization may have caused lower diffraction efficiency due to scattering.

The response times of grating buildup were measured as follows. The field was applied and one writing beam and reading beam illuminated the samples. After about 10-15 minutes, the other writing beam was applied and the diffracted reading beam was monitored. We found that the dynamics of
Grating formation do not follow a single-exponential function since two processes contribute to the diffraction signal, the internal electric field build-up, and reorientation of the nonlinear molecules under the internal electric field. Therefore the diffraction signal was fitted with the bi-exponential function,

$$\eta(t) = \eta_0 \left[ 1 - \left( a \exp\left(-t/\tau_1\right) + \left(1 - a\right) \exp\left(-t/\tau_2\right) \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\eta_0$ is the steady-state diffraction efficiency, $\tau_1$ corresponds to the time of internal electric field buildup, $\tau_2$ is the reorientation time of the nonlinear molecules with the internal electric field and $a$ is a dimensionless weighting factor. Figure 4 shows the response times, $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$, as a function of the relative length of side chain. As the side chain lengthens, the reorientation time of the chromophores, $\tau_2$, decreases significantly. The decrease in $\tau_2$ is mainly due to the lower glass transition temperature in materials and the weakened interaction between molecules with longer side chains. The variation in $\tau_1$ values was small, which is expected because the side chain substitution did not change the electronic properties of the molecules.

**FIG. 4.** The change of response time $\tau_1$ (bottom circle) and $\tau_2$ (top, filled circle) different samples versus the relative length of side chain. The solid line is a guide to eye.
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13 Figure of merit of molecule \( F=\frac{9K_B T \mu \beta + 2 \mu^2 \Delta \alpha}{K_B T M} \), in which, \( K_B \) is the Boltzmann’s constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( \mu \) is the dipole moment, \( \Delta \alpha \) is the difference of first-order polarizability parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis, \( \beta \) represents the second-order polarizability along axis of the dipole moment and \( M \) molecular weigh. Since the side chains do not influence the charge distribution and conjugation length as we stated in the text, we assume here that parameters, \( \mu, \beta, \Delta \alpha \), are the same for the four molecule we studied.
2. Influence of Experimental Conditions on PR Effect:

Since PR effect is a complicated physical phenomenon, many experimental parameters will affect the PR performances of the materials, such as working wavelength, light intensity and index grating spacing. The dependence of PR performances, including optical gain $\Gamma$, diffraction efficiency $\eta$, and response time $\tau$, on experimental conditions also reveal many intrinsic properties of the materials. From the above studies, we found the molecule M02 with ethyl groups is the best in terms of its high gain and diffraction efficiency at low fields, as well as the good thermal stability. Therefore, molecule 2 was chosen for the comprehensive study of the influence of experimental conditions on its PR properties.

The important parameter of a PR material, optical gain, was deduced by using expression

$$\Gamma = \frac{\ln(\beta) - \ln(\beta + 1 - \gamma)}{L}$$

(1)

where $L$ is the optical path length for beam $I_1$, $\beta$ is the ratio of the two input beam intensities, $\beta = I_2(0)/I_1(0)$, $\gamma$ is the beam coupling ratio defined as the ratio of intensities of $I_1(L)$ with and without the presence of $I_2$, $\gamma = I_1(L)_{(2\omega=0)}/I_1(L)_{(2\omega=0)}$. Another characteristic, the diffraction efficiency, is deduced according to equation

$$\eta = 100 \frac{I_d}{I_p}$$

(2)

$I_d$ is the intensity of the diffracted beam and $I_p$ is the transmitted beam intensity in the absence of the two writing beams. Assuming the internal electric field increases exponentially, we can obtain response time by fitting the dynamic diffraction signal based on the equation

$$\eta(t) = \eta_0 \left[ \frac{a \exp(-t/\tau_1) + (1-a)\exp(-t/\tau_2)}{1} \right]$$

(3)

where $\eta_0$ is the steady-state diffraction efficiency, $\tau_1$ corresponds to the time of internal electric field buildup, $\tau_2$ is the reorientation time of the nonlinear molecules with the internal electric field and $a$ is a dimensionless weighting factor.

According to the Kukhtarev's model,$^{2,3}$

$$\Gamma \propto E_{sc} \cdot \sin \Phi$$

(4)

$E_{sc}$ is the internal electric field due to the light pattern modulation and $\Phi$ is the phase shift between the internal electric field $E$ and light intensity pattern

$$E_{sc} = m \cdot E_q \cdot \left( \frac{E_q^2 + E_0^2}{E_q^2 + E_D + E_{sc}} \right)^{\frac{q}{2}} \cdot \frac{\sigma_{ph}}{\sigma_{ph} + \sigma_{dark}}$$

(5)

$$\Phi = \arctan \left( \frac{E_q^2 + E_D + E_{sc}}{E_D + E_{sc}} \right)$$

(6)

where $m$ is the light modulation, $E_q = \epsilon N_{eff} / \epsilon_e K_G$ is the trap-limited space-charge field, $E_D = K_G T K_G / \epsilon$ is the diffusion field, $E = E_0 \sin \theta_{inh}$, $\sigma_{ph}$ and $\sigma_{dark}$ are photoconductivity and dark conductivity, $\epsilon$ is the charge of an electron, $K_G$ is the Boltzmann's constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $K_G = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the grating wave vector, $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space, $\epsilon$ is the relative permittivity, $E_0$ is the external electric field, $N_{eff}$ is the effective trap density, $\lambda$ is the grating spacing, $\theta_{inh}$ is the grating tilt angle with respect to the normal of the sample.

For $p$-polarized probe beam based on our oblique experimental condition, based on the Kogelnik's theory, diffraction efficiency can be approximated as shown below$^4$
Grating spacing ($A$) dependence of PR properties. The dependence of optical gain on grating spacing was studied in both inorganic and organic materials to abstract important information on trap density. The optimum grating spacing $A$ was reported about 1 $\mu$m for many organic materials, and the length scales of charge transport in organic PR materials were deduced with different experimental methods. It should be noted that different materials have the different carrier drift lengths, which may lead to different optimum $A$ for optimized PR properties.

According to the PR theory, equation (4)-(6), the PR gain $\Gamma$ is closely related to $N_{\text{eff}}$. It is predictable that the internal electric field ($E_{\text{int}}$) will increase and phase shift will decrease with the increase in $A$ (the $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$ was kept constant to exclude the influence of $E$). Therefore both $E_{\text{int}}$ and $\Phi$ will determine the grating spacing value $A_{\text{peak}}$ at which the maximum gain coefficient is observed.

Fig. 5a shows the theoretical curve of the gain $\Gamma$ as a function of $A$ under an assumed $N_{\text{eff}}$ (the parameters used are $\varepsilon=8$, $\theta_{\text{tilt}}=25^\circ$, $E_0=23$V/$\mu$m). We found $A_{\text{peak}}$ is sensitive to $N_{\text{eff}}$ at a fixed $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$. The effective trap density, $N_{\text{eff}}$, can be deduced by fitting the curve of gain $\Gamma$ versus $A$. Fig. 5Ab shows experimental results of the gain versus $A$ for different $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$ (two p-polarized beam intensities $I_1=I_2=310$mw/cm$^2$, $E_0=23$V/$\mu$m). We indeed found different $A_{\text{peak}}$ at different tilt angle. For example, $A_{\text{peak}}$ is about 3.2 $\mu$m at $\theta_{\text{tilt}}=15^\circ$, but about 5.3 $\mu$m at $\theta_{\text{tilt}}=25^\circ$. The results of theoretical fitting (solid lines in Fig. 5Aa, according to equation (4)) showed almost the same $N_{\text{eff}}$, $5.5\pm0.5\times10^{15}$cm$^{-3}$, for different $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$. This value is smaller than the values of other PR materials reported. It is reasonable since our monolithic material is very pure and exhibits low intrinsic traps (the impurities in organic materials are considered one of the major reasons to act as traps).

Using the data we obtained before, $A_{\text{BR}}/A_{\text{EO}}=5\pm0.5$, and by fitting the curves, we determined the contribution constants of electric-optic (EO) effect $C_{\text{EO}}=0.39\pm0.1\times10^{-17}$m$^2$/V$^2$ and birefringence (BR) effect $C_{\text{BR}}=1.26\pm0.3\times10^{-17}$m$^2$/V$^2$, which are almost two orders of magnitude larger than those values reported for PR polymers. The large values is consistent with the high density of chromophores in our monolithic materials (about $6\times10^{21}$molecules/cm$^3$) since the two factors ($C_{\text{EO}}$ and $C_{\text{BR}}$) are proportional to the chromophore density. They also predict the relative low $E_{\text{r2}}$ at which the over-modulation occurs as confirmed in experiment since $E_{\text{r2}}$ is inversely proportional to the $C_{\text{EO}}$ and $C_{\text{BR}}$. Fig. 5Ac shows the diffraction efficiency as a function of the grating spacing (two p-polarized beam intensities $I_1=I_2=310$mw/cm$^2$, s-polarized beam $I_3=5$W/cm$^2$, $\theta_{\text{tilt}}=25^\circ$, $E_0=23$V/$\mu$m). Unlike the gain coefficient, the diffraction efficiency tends to saturate, which is also in accordance to the theoretical prediction of equation (7) (solid line in Fig. 1c. with the $N_{\text{eff}}$ we obtained above). Because longer grating spacing requires larger electric field to move charge carrier, the experimental results showed that the $E_{\text{r2}}$ increases with the lengthening the grating spacing (inset of Fig. 5Ac). Fig. 1d shows the response time versus $A$ (the same experimental conditions as Figure 5Ac). The results are in contrary to what we expected that the shorter the grating spacing, the faster the response time. In fact, there seems to be an optimum grating spacing to achieve the fastest response time, for both $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$. The grating spacing at which the fastest response time was observed is almost the same as the $A_{\text{peak}}$ indicated in Fig. 5Ab. This grating spacing value maybe corresponds to the drift length of charge carrier. This conclusion needs to be further confirmed with the independent experiments.

Tilt angle dependence of the PR properties. For the organic PR material, it is well known that the quantum efficiency of charge generation is highly field dependent. The external electric field plays two roles: to induce the chromophore orientation and to separate the electron-
hole pair (a Frankel exciton) to generate free charges for creating space charge field. To assist charge separation, only the electric field component on the grating vector plays the effective role. Therefore for the measurement, the sample needs to be tilted with an angle ($\theta_{\text{tilt}}$) with respect to the symmetric axis of the two intersected beams. From the equation (4) and (7), we can see that the gain $\Gamma$ and diffraction efficiency $\eta$ are closely related to $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$. Fig. 5Ba is the theoretical curves of $E_{\text{sc}}$ and $\Phi$ versus $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$ (parameters used are $N_{\text{eff}}=5.5\pm0.5\times10^{15}\text{cm}^{-3}$, $A=3.6\ \mu\text{m}$, $E_0=23\text{V}/\mu\text{m}$). It shows that, for certain $N_{\text{eff}}$, the $E_{\text{sc}}$ and $\Phi$ increase exponentially and tend to saturate with further increase in $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$. Fig. 2b shows the experimental results of $\Gamma$ versus $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$ (two $p$-polarized beam intensities $I_1=I_2=310\text{mw/cm}^2$, $E_0=23\text{V}/\mu\text{m}$, $A=3.6\ \mu\text{m}$). The solid line in Fig. 5Bb is the theoretical fitting with equation (4) using the data $C_{\text{EO}}$ and $C_{\text{BR}}$ obtained above, from which $N_{\text{eff}}=3.5\pm0.5\times10^{15}\text{cm}^{-3}$ was determined. For the diffraction efficiency, both experimental and theoretical results show increases with tilted angle and then saturates (Fig. 5Bc). An effective trap density, $N_{\text{eff}}$ of $4\pm0.5\times10^{15}\text{cm}^{-3}$ was obtained after fitting. It is interesting to note that the $E_{\text{sc}}$ decreases with the increase in $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$. This could be easily explained since $E$ and $\gamma_{\text{eff}}$ are both proportional to $\sin(\theta_{\text{tilt}})$. The response time, $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ almost decrease linearly with the increase in $\theta_{\text{tilt}}$. Although the large tilt angle will benefit the PR properties, the loss due to the reflection will also increase, which will add additional uncertainty to the experimental results. This uncertainty may also cause the slight difference of $N_{\text{eff}}$ obtained from different experiments. On the other hand, the maximum internal incident beam angle will also restrict the PR property improvement. Considering all the factors, the tilt angle of 25° was chosen for our further experiments.

c. Intensity dependence of PR properties. According to equation (6), if the dark conductivity is very small, the gain and diffraction efficiency have no relationship with the intensity ($\sigma=\eta\mu=E\sigma\omega \epsilon_0 \text{eV}/\text{cm}$). However, a linear or sublinear relationship was observed between the response speed and intensity in these monolithic materials. Fig. 5Ca shows the experimental results of gain versus the total incident intensity (the experimental condition are two $p$-polarized beam intensities $I_1=I_2=310\text{mw/cm}^2$, $E_0=23\text{V}/\mu\text{m}$, $A=3.7\ \mu\text{m}$). In order to explain the dependence of gain as a function of incident intensity, we now consider the simplified charge generation equation in PR theory. Assuming there are no other factors (such as deep traps) affecting the charge density and the electron density $n_e$ is equal to the hole density $n_h$, $n_e=n_h=n$, the temporal evolution of $n$ is given by the following equation

$$dn/dt = sI(N-n)-\gamma n^2 \quad (8)$$

where $N$ is the total number density of carriers available to be excited (here $N=N_{\text{eff}}$), $s$ is the cross section for photoexcitation and $\gamma$ is the recombination coefficient. The solution of this equation predicts a dependence of the gain, diffraction efficiency and response time on the light intensity since all of these parameters are related to the excited charge density. At certain poling field, the gain $\Gamma$ is proportional to the excited carrier density. We then can derive the relation

$$\Gamma \propto \frac{1}{1/2N+[(\gamma/sN)/1+4N^2]^{1/2}} \quad (9)$$

Based on the $N_{\text{eff}}$ value obtained above, $N=N_{\text{eff}}=5.5\pm0.5\times10^{15}\text{cm}^{-3}$, by fitting experimental results with equation (9) (solid line in Fig. 5Ca), the fitted value is $\gamma s=4\times10^{15}\text{cm}^-\text{mW}$. This value predicts that the gain increases as a sub-linear function of intensity at very low intensity and tends to saturate at high intensity. For the material we studied, the threshold is about 200$mW/cm^2$. This conclusion is also supported by the experimental results on diffraction efficiency. The diffraction efficiency was measured with the same experimental conditions described above, except that the two writing beams are $s$-polarized and the probe beam is $p$-polarized with intensity of $5mW/cm^2$. Fig. 5Cb
shows the experimental results where the threshold about 200mW/cm$^2$ also exists. The diffraction efficiency versus intensity exhibit the relation as

$$\eta \propto \left(\frac{1}{1/2N + (\gamma/\varepsilon NI)^{1/2}}\right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
Based on the parameters we obtained \((N=5\pm0.5\times10^{15}\text{cm}^{-3}, \gamma_s=1\times10^{15}\text{cm}\cdot\text{mW})\), the solid lines in Fig. 5Cc is the theoretical fitting with the following relation

\[
\tau \approx \frac{1}{[\gamma_s N I + (sI/2)]^{1/2}} \quad (11)
\]

The fitting parameters are \(s=0.01\text{cm}^2/\text{mJ}, \gamma=1\times10^{17}\text{cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}\). Compared with inorganic materials, such as BSO crystal, the cross section for photoexcitation is larger \((s_{BSO}=1.06\times10^{-3}\text{m}^2\text{J}^{-1})\), while the recombination coefficient \(\gamma\) is smaller \((\gamma_{BSO}=1.65\times10^{-17}\text{m}^3\text{s}^{-1})\). This means the photocharge carrier is easier to produce for our material, which is in accordance to the low \(E_{\text{to}}\) we observed.

Reference:
3. Dramatic Enhancement of Photorefractive Properties by Controlling Electron Trap Density in a Monolithic Material

To optimize the photorefractive performance, each process in the photorefractive effect, including charge generation, migration, trapping and space-charge field modulation of refractive index via linear electro-optical effect, has to be fine-tuned. Intensive studies of structure-property relation of nonlinear optical chromophores, different conductive polymer backbones and photosensitizers have thus been conducted in the past years. Few studies were reported for intentional control of trapping density which is crucial in the build-up of the space charge field. This is due to the difficulty in evaluating the impurities, structural defects etc. in a polymer sample, which serve as the charge trapping sites in organic PR materials.

We discovered the monolithic PR small molecules whose major charge carriers are electrons. More recently, we found small molecule M01 exhibiting a net optical gain up to 182 cm\(^{-1}\) at a field of 41.5 V/\(\mu m\). Because these are monolithic small molecular systems, materials can be purified very carefully. This provides us with an opportunity to investigate the effect of concentration of trapping centers by deliberately adding certain well-designed dopants. In this communication, we report the control of electron trapping density and improved PR properties for the first time.

![Figure 6. Structures of M1, M and M01.](image)

In this work, we use materials made from M01 as the basic material. The success of electron trapping relies on the synthesis of the molecule M1 whose core part (M in Figure 6) contains six cyano groups, and is more electron-deficient than the side groups which are basically M01. When
electrons are generated by illumination, they will be trapped by the core part of M1. And the introduction of side groups mimicking M01 could be used to prevent the possible phase separation for the mixture of M01 and M1, ensuring the miscibility of M1 and M01 due to structure similarity.

UV-Vis spectra of all three molecules correctly reflect the structural relationship. Compared with the absorption maximum (594nm) of M01, the major absorption band of M appears around 534nm. For M1 combining M and M01, absorption peaks corresponding to structurally similar parts can be observed.

The key proof for the electron trapping by M1 can be obtained by using the cyclic voltammetry from which the redox potentials for different molecules can be deduced. The HOMO energy of molecule M was determined to be -5.827eV, which is lower than HOMO energy of M01 (-5.289eV) by 0.538eV; the LUMO energy of M (-4.048eV) is lower than the LUMO energy of M01 (-3.588eV) by 0.46eV. The redox potentials of M1 correctly reflect the structural similarity with M and M01 with all the possible energy levels. The electrochemical gap coincides with the optical gap derived from the UV-Vis spectrum. Based on these results, a schematic view of the energy levels is shown in Figure 7.
Photorefractive measurements were conducted on a film sandwiched between two indium-tin oxide (ITO) glass electrodes with thickness controlled by a polyimide spacer of 125μm. Samples with different weight percentage of M1 over M0 were obtained by dissolving appropriate amounts of M1 and M0 into methylene chloride into homogeneous solution followed by complete removal of solvent by vacuum for 24 hours. Five samples were prepared where M1 concentration equals to 0, 0.01%, 0.05%, 0.1%, and 0.5%. Two beam coupling (2BC) experiments were performed to obtain the gain coefficients (1') for all the materials (Figure 8). Figure 9 shows the dependence of optical gain on the concentration of trapping molecule. Since the absorption coefficients (a) for all the materials are 1.9, 2.7, 2.5, 5.9, and 10.8 cm\(^{-1}\) for the samples of increasing M1 concentration, respectively, all of the samples exhibit large net optical gain. Dramatic enhancement of photorefractive performance was obtained after adding a small amount of trapping molecules, especially, the net gain of for the sample containing only 0.05% M1 reached 235 cm\(^{-1}\) under a field of 35 V/cm, which is among the largest to date at such a low field.\(^{10}\) It can be noted that a maximum gain coefficient can be obtained when the concentration of M1 is around 0.05%. Further increase in concentration of M1 leads to a significant decrease in photorefractive gain.

In order to gather further information about the amplitude of the refractive index grating, degenerated four wave mixing (DFWM) experiments were carried out to compare the diffraction efficiencies. The maximum diffraction efficiencies (%) and related field strengths (V/μm) were determined to be 67.2% at 26 V/μm, 69.1 at 26, 75.2 at 23, 75.2 at 24.5 and 35.4 at 30.7 in the through pure M01; (b) trapped by core of M1; (c) de-trapping; (d) transport through M1. order of M1 concentration increase for all the five materials (Figure 10). Again, the sample containing only 0.05% M1 shows the highest diffraction efficiency at the lowest field.

From the above results, we can note that the same trend exists in terms of both optical gain and diffraction efficiency: 0.5% < 0 < 0.01% < 0.1% < 0.05%. Our explanation is as follows: for pure M01, when the charge carriers (electrons) are generated by illumination of laser beams, they will be trapped by some defects introduced when films are made to realize the space-charge field necessary for refractive-index modulation, but the trap density could be very low for pure monolithic material; when M1, which incorporates the more electron deficient core (M) is introduced, the generated electrons will be quickly trapped by the electronically more favorable cores (Figure 7), and the space-charge field will be built up instantly and more efficiently. The more traps, the stronger the built-up space-charge field and also the better the PR properties. However further increase of the concentration of M1 will create a new electron-transporting pathway and the effective trapped charges will be reduced. Thus, the magnitude of the internal field will be decreased, so will the PR performances. According to the above observation, the optimum addition of M1 is between 0.05-0.1% wt of M01, which corresponds to only one M1 molecule per 5000 (3200-6400) M01 molecules. Using the relationship \( \rho = n^{1/3} \), where \( \rho \) in the inter-trapping center distance (cm), \( n \) is the trap density (cm\(^{-3}\)),\(^{11}\) we can estimate that distance is about 15 (13-17) nm for the optimum addition of M1 (0.05-0.1% wt with M01).
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The above monolithic materials offer opportunities to fine-tune PR properties through modification of the molecular structure. We also observed a dramatic improvement of PR performances in one monolithic material based on compound M01 when appropriate trapping molecules were intentionally added to capture the charge carriers. Even though these are simplified materials that can be purified very carefully, unexpected results can be obtained, which lead us to a deeper appreciation about the complexity of the photorefractive phenomenon in organic materials. We found surprising results of the effect of the trapping molecule on PR properties of two related materials M01 and M01.

The molecular structures of materials are shown in Figure 11. The films for our experiments were fabricated by heating the materials near the melting points and then sandwiching them between two glass substrates coated with indium tin oxide (ITO). The thickness of the sample was

Figure 11. Molecular structures of materials studied.
pre-determined with the polymer film spacer. The absorption coefficients of the samples were measured with a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-2401PC). The change of the side chain does not affect conjugation length and has little influence on the absorption peak, 595.5 nm for A and 593.5 nm for B. The resulting films after doping with C are amorphous, as confirmed with wide-angle X-ray diffraction experiments. The refractive index of the film was determined at 780nm with the prism-coupling method (Metricon model 2010 prism coupler).

PR gain and diffraction efficiency were determined at 25 °C with two-beam coupling and degenerated four-wave mixing experiments, respectively. As a standard method for two-beam coupling, the two p-polarized laser beams, with intensities of $I_1(0)$ and $I_2(0)$, were overlapped in the film to write the grating. The sample was tilted at 53°, with an external intersection angle of 18°. The intensities behind the sample, $I_1(L)$ and $I_2(L)$, were measured as a function of the applied field. The incident two-beam intensities were equal at 568 mW/cm². The gain coefficient was calculated by using the expression,

$$\Gamma = \frac{\ln(\beta \gamma) - \ln(\beta + 1 - \gamma)}{L}$$

where $L$ is the optical path length for beam $I_1$, $\beta$ is the ratio of the two input beam intensities, $\beta = I_2(0)/I_1(0)$, $\gamma$ is the beam coupling ratio defined as the ratio of intensities of $I_1(L)$ with and without the presence of $I_2$, $\gamma = I_1(L)/I_1(L)(I_2=0)/I_1(L)(I_2=0)$.

The dependence of the gain coefficients on the external field for the samples is shown in Figure 12. The net gain of the sample A1 (A containing 0.05 wt% C) reached 235cm⁻¹ (35 V/µm) and almost doubled the value (120cm⁻¹) for the pure sample A at the same electric field. But the optical gain coefficient of the sample B1 (B containing 0.05 wt% C) was reduced at a low external field and became almost the same as that of the sample B, about 250cm⁻¹ at 35 V/µm and then exceeded that of B when the field was increased above 35 V/µm.

Degenerated four-wave mixing experiments were performed with two s-polarized beams at an equal intensity of 568 mW/cm², overlapped in the film to write the grating. A weak p-polarized
reading beam with an intensity of 12.5 mW/cm² was counter-propagated to one of the writing beams to detect the process of grating buildup. The normal of the surface was tilted 53° with respect to the symmetric axis of the two intersected beams and the external crossed angle of the two beams was 18°. The diffraction efficiency is defined as the ratio between the intensity of the diffracted beam and the transmitted beam intensity in the absence of the two writing beams.

The field dependence of diffraction efficiencies for different materials is shown in Figure 13. Sample A1 showed a larger maximum diffraction efficiency and its $E_{\text{max}}$ value (the applied fields at the maximum diffractions) shifted towards the lower field at 23 V/µm close to the value of sample B. However, the diffraction efficiency of the sample B1 showed lower maximum diffraction efficiency and its $E_{\text{max}}$ value shifted to a higher field at 26 V/µm, close to the value of sample A.

The superior properties of B over A were attributed to the weakened intermolecular interaction due to the ethyl group that is one carbon longer than methyl groups in A. The improvement of the PR properties by doping C into A was reasonably explained by assuming that molecule C, which exhibits a lower LUMO energy level than A, serves as internal traps for electrons. Several experimental results support that assumption. The puzzling point is that although both molecules A and B exhibit similar energy levels as determined by cyclic voltammetry experiments, the effect of the trapping molecule C on their PR effect seems to be opposite.

To understand the inherent difference and reveal the underlying mechanism, the carrier mobility of different samples was measured as a function of temperature. The carrier mobility $\mu$ was determined from the conventional time-of-flight method from the expression, $\mu = \frac{L^2}{\tau V}$, where $L$ is the thickness of the charge transport layer, $\tau$ is the transit time of the charge carriers, and $V$ is the voltage across the sample layer. The typical transient photocurrent showed dispersed characteristics due to the randomized dipole electric fields in the materials. Both hole and electron transient photocurrents were observed, indicating that our materials exhibit bipolar transport. The transient times were determined in double log plots of transient currents as a function of time. Figures 14a and 14b are the Arrhenius plots of hole and electron mobility of the samples and the data were collected at 30 V/µm. The calculated values of activation energy were listed in Table 2.

![Arrhenius plots](image)
TABLE 2. Summary of the physical properties of four materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>α (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>HOMO (eV)</th>
<th>LUMO (eV)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{r}2}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{sh}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{se}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\mu_{\text{h}}$ (x10⁻⁵ cm²/Vs) [25°C]</th>
<th>$\mu_{\text{e}}$ (x10⁻⁵ cm²/Vs) [25°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-5.289</td>
<td>-3.588</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>-5.303</td>
<td>-3.567</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-5.278</td>
<td>-4.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results in Figure 14b show that compound C served as the electron trap when it was doped into A, noticeably reducing the electron mobility. This viewpoint was reinforced by the experimental value of electron activation energy ($E_{\text{ae}}$) of A1, which increased about 0.12 eV when compared with that of A. Moreover, the electron mobility of A1 decreased greatly by 1.42 x 10⁻⁵ cm²/Vs at 25 °C when compared with that of A (3.02 x 10⁻⁵ cm²/Vs at 25 °C). This trend is in accordance with the LUMO energy difference between A and C ($\Delta E_{\text{LUMO}} = 0.445$ eV), indicating compound C is an effective electron trapper. The results imply that the trapped electrons are the main source of increased internal space-charge field. The charge mobility of both hole and electron in material B was smaller than those of A and the activation energies of charge transport increased. It seems that the ethyl side chains at the electron withdrawing part increased the energy barrier for the charge transport. However, they affected much more on electron activation energy ($\Delta E_{\text{ae}} = E_{\text{ae}[B]} - E_{\text{ae}[A]} = 0.199$ eV) than on hole activation energy ($\Delta E_{\text{ah}} = E_{\text{ah}[B]} - E_{\text{ah}[A]} = 0.107$ eV), though the HOMO and LUMO energy levels for A and B are almost identical. After doping C into B, the mobility of both electron and hole diminished further, but the difference of carriers' mobility of B1 decreased ($\Delta \mu_{\text{h}} - \mu_{\text{h}} = 0.26 \times 10^{-5}$ cm²/Vs at 25 °C) compared with that of B ($\Delta \mu_{\text{h}} = 0.52 \times 10^{-5}$ cm²/Vs at 25 °C).

These results present a curious case that a very subtle change in molecular structures leads to a dramatic effect in photorefractive performances. A possible explanation is as follows. The longer alky chain in molecule B introduces an additional energy barrier for charge transportation, which might stem from the increased intermolecular distance and the weakened interaction between adjacent molecules. Due to low glass transition temperature, the reorientational enhancement in material B (Tg=20.9 °C) is better than material A (Tg=25.7 °C). Photorefractive materials from molecule B have better performances with larger gain and smaller $E_{\text{r}2}$ value. When the molecule C was doped into A, it behaved as an effective electron trapping center as we stated above, which greatly enhanced its PR performances; gain increased and $E_{\text{r}2}$ value reduced. However, when C was doped into B, it did not play the sole role of effective electron trap as we expected from the viewpoint of energy levels and it became an effective trapping center for both electrons and holes instead. It is possible that under an external field, the two dipoles in molecule C will be aligned somewhat parallel to each other and the core moiety will not be reoriented. Molecule B is then more difficult to insert into the U-shaped molecules than A due to the structural difference between B and C, and molecule C will disrupt the packing and block the charge transfer pathway. Both the trapped holes and electrons will experience higher activation energy (in Table 2). Molecule C virtually functions as a universal trap for both electrons and holes instead of serving as the electron...
traps in the case of A1. The more effective trapping of both charge carriers causes reduction in the effective space charge field due to cancellation. Therefore, the PR performances of B1 diminished with reduced optical gain and increased \( E_{\text{sc}} \) value.

These results are consistent with the bipolar two-trap model. The materials we studied have both hole and electron carriers. A signature of bipolar transport was also observed in our four-wave mixing experiments in which the temporal diffraction minima upon erasure were observed due to the competition of hole and electron grating. The bipolar two-trap model predicts an expression for the steady space-charge field \( E_{\text{sc}} \) which is related to trap-limited hole \( (E_{qA} - E_{D}) \) and electron \( (E_{qD}) \) space-charge field. Under the condition of \( E_0 >> E_D \), \( E_{\text{sc}} \) can be expressed as

\[
E_{\text{sc}} = \frac{(E_{qA} - E_{qD})(E_0 - jE_D)}{(E_{qA} - E_{qD}) + (E_0 + jE_D)}
\]

(2)

where \( E_0 \) is the external field and \( E_D \) is the diffusion field. For PR materials, the appropriate trap density must be present in order to build up the efficient space-charge field. Based on the experimental results, if the trap density is too low or too high, we can only observe fast mobility and a small space-charge field. For our bipolar-trap materials, the efficient PR performances are related to the net trap-limited space charge field \( (E_{qA} - E_{qD}) \), not \( E_{qA} \) or \( E_{qD} \) solely.

The net trap-limited space charge field is closely related to the difference of mobility between electrons and holes. Therefore, according to the aforementioned charge mobility difference, the PR performances of A1 could be enhanced when compared with A, while the PR performances of B1 were not improved when compared with B. The low mobility and high activation energy should lead to the degraded PR performances for B and B1 compared with A, but their lower glass transition temperatures benefit their PR performance improvement due to the "orientational enhancement" effect.

The differences of the net space-charge field among our samples were also observed in degenerate four-wave mixing experiments (Figure 13). According to Kogelnik’s theory, under the same experimental conditions, if we assume the contribution from electro-optic and orientational enhancement effects is almost the same before and after doping C into A or B, the only factor to influence the \( E_{\text{sc}} \) value is the net space-charge field. The shift of \( E_{\text{sc}} \) values for different samples is in accordance with our explanation on net space-charge field based on the mobility and activation energy.

Another interesting observation is that the optical gain of material B1 surpasses that of material B when the external field is larger than 37 V/\( \mu \)m. This can be understood by considering the fact that the holes have activation energy of 0.385 eV and the electrons of 0.408 eV. When the external field is large enough to overcome the activation energy of holes, the net density of electrons trapped will be enhanced and the PR performances will surpass that of pure B where the activation energy of electrons is about 0.391 eV. In that field range, molecule C plays effective electron trapper even in materials B1.
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5. Pronounced Photorefractive Effect at Wavelength over 1000 nm in Monolithic Organic Materials

Most of organic photorefractive materials only function at wavelengths below 800 nm. Considering the potential applications, such as real-time optical data processing at a wavelength ranging from 1.3 to 1.5 μm commonly used in optical communication, photorefractive materials with high performance at these wavelengths are of great interest. Currently, there are only a limited number of hybrid materials found to be sensitive at wavelength over 1000 nm, either by new polymer composites or by using the nanocrystals as the sensitizers.

We found that extension of the conjugation length of the chromophores caused the bathochromic shift of the absorption and rendered the new materials pronounced photorefractive effects at a wavelength of 1064 nm.

The structures of the molecules are shown in Figure 1 and their synthetic procedures are similar to the reported procedure. The two hexyl groups were introduced to the electron-withdrawing parts so that low glass transition (Tg) temperatures of both materials made from T6 and B6 can be obtained. Indeed, DSC experimental results indicated Tg values of 22.5 °C for T6 and 19 °C for B6, respectively. The films for our experiments were fabricated by heating the materials near the melting points and then sandwiching them between two glass substrates coated with indium tin oxide (ITO). The thickness of the sample was pre-determined with the polymer film spacer.
The UV-Vis spectra of the two molecules are shown in the inset of Figure 2. The major absorption bands for T6 and B6 appear around 689 nm and 613 nm, respectively. The photosensitivity at wavelength over 1000 nm (e.g. 1064nm) was observed due to the tailing into longer wavelength of the absorption spectra. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies revealed three oxidation potentials for T6 due to the presence of electron-rich nitrogen and thiophene moieties while only one oxidation process can be observed for B6. Both compounds showed only one reduction process. Based on the measured redox potentials, the HOMO and LUMO energy levels were estimated. The HOMO energy level of T6 is around -4.94 eV, which is slightly higher than that of B6 (-4.96 eV); the LUMO energy level of T6 (-3.74 eV) is slightly lower than that of B6 (-3.72 eV).

Two-beam coupling (2BC) experiments were performed at 25 °C by intersecting two split p-polarized laser beams (Intellite diode laser, 1064nm) with equal intensity (2×230 mW/cm²) in the film with an external cross-angle of 20° to generate the refractive index grating. The film normal was tilted an angle of 53° with respect to the symmetric axis of the two writing beams to provide a nonzero projection of the grating wave vector along the poling axis. The transmitted intensities of the two beams were monitored by two calibrated diode detectors. A pronounced PR effect for both materials at 1064 nm was observed as evidenced by a clear asymmetric energy transfer between the two beams. As indicated in Figure 15, the gain coefficients (Γ) for both materials increase as the external field increases, but the material based on molecule T6 consistently shows larger optical gain than the benzene-based molecule B6. For example, a high gain coefficient of 144.1 cm⁻¹ at a relatively low applied field of 43.7 V/µm can be obtained for T6, but only 81.3 cm⁻¹ for B6 at the same field. Considering the absorption coefficients (α) for T6 and B6 are 5.00 and 2.13 cm⁻¹,
respectively, both molecules exhibit net optical gain of 139.1 and 79.1 cm$^{-1}$ at the field of 43.7 V/μm, respectively.

Degenerated four wave mixing (DFWM) experiments were also carried out at 25 °C to gain more insightful information about the amplitude of the refractive index grating. Two s-polarized laser beams (1064 nm) of equal intensity (2×230 mW/cm$^2$) intersected in the film to write the index grating, and a weak p-polarized beam (probe beam, 7.5 mW/cm$^2$) counter-propagating to one of the writing beams was used to read the index grating formed in the material. The diffracted light intensity of the probe beam was detected by a photodiode and subsequently amplified with a lock-in amplifier. The diffraction efficiency $\eta$ was calculated as the ratio of the intensity of the diffracted beam to the transmitted beam intensity in the absence of the two writing beams. The maximum diffraction efficiencies were determined to be 45.6% at 35.3 V/μm, 18.4% at 40 V/μm for T6 and B6, respectively (Figure 16). Once again, T6 shows superior properties over B6 in terms of diffraction efficiency.

Since both materials form amorphous solid with low glass transition temperatures, it can be assumed that the intermolecular interaction in both materials is similar. The CV studies indicated a very similar electrochemical behavior. There are two factors that are responsible for the difference in their PR performances, namely, absorption coefficients and dipole moments. According to the figure of merit (FOM) for low $T_g$ organic PR materials

$$F = \frac{1}{M} \left( 9\mu\beta + \frac{2\mu^2 \Delta \alpha}{k_BT} \right)$$ (1)

(where $\mu$ is the dipole moment, $\Delta \alpha$ the anisotropy of the linear polarizability, $\beta$ the second-order polarizability, $k_b$ the Boltzmann constant, $T$ the temperature, and $M$ the molar mass), maximizing the dipole moment would improve the PR performance. Theoretical calculation by using the optimized geometries at the HF/6-31G* level indicated dipole moments of 18.024 Debye for T6 and 17.064 Debye for B6. Thus, T6 should possess higher optical gain than B6.

However, the small difference in dipole moments alone cannot explain the magnitude of differences in optical gain. As mentioned above, the absorption coefficients ($\alpha$) for T6 are 5.00 cm$^{-1}$, more than double that of B6 (2.13 cm$^{-1}$). Larger absorption coefficient helps T6 generate more charge carriers. This is confirmed from photoconductivity measurements. The photoconductivity was measured using a DC technique at the wavelength of 1064 nm with an intensity of 16 mW/cm$^2$. The sample thickness was 27 μm. The data were recorded at the steady state and the net photocurrent was calculated as the difference between the total current in the presence of light and the dark current. It was shown that T6 has a higher photoconductivity than B6 upon illumination by the 1064 nm laser while their dark currents between T6 and B6 have only a slight difference (inset of Figure 15). At an external field of 33.3 V/μm, the observed net photocurrent for T6 is 42.9 nA, but only 3.4 nA for B6. This difference must also be reflected in PR response times. The higher efficiency in photo-charge generation leads to faster internal field buildup and stronger internal charge field where the chromophores can reorient more quickly and easily in response to the integrated fields. From four wave-mixing experiments, it was observed that at an electric field of 31 V/μm, space charge field buildup time constant $\tau_1$ is 1 s and dipole reorientation time constant $\tau_2$ is 15.6 s for T6. At the same electric field, $\tau_1$ is 1.5 s and $\tau_2$ is 95.6 s for B6.

It was also found that T6 is photosensitive at 1300 nm and a photocurrent of 0.8 nA was observed at 33.3 V/μm. A gain coefficient of 8.5 cm$^{-1}$ (absorption coefficient is 1.86 at 1300 nm) was obtained for pristine sample at 43.7 V/μm.
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6. Fully Functionalized Photorefractive Polymer with Infrared Sensitivity Based on Novel Chromophores

In addition to the effort in monolithic PR materials, we also actively searched for fully functionalized PR materials. We synthesized a new (PR) polymer system. This work is motivated by our desire to prepare fully functionalized PR polymers with high performances. Several criteria were used in designing these polymers. Firstly, the PR polymers need to exhibit a large electro-optic coefficient so that the index modulation can be optimized. Secondly, it is ideal that the PR polymers possess low glass transition temperature so that the "orientational effect" of dipoles due to the photoinduced space charge field can be utilized to further enhance the PR performances. Low glass transition temperature also allows easy preparation of thick films for holographic studies. Thirdly, the polymer structures can be synthesized relatively easily under mild conditions.

In a PR polymer, the NLO chromophore plays a key role and a large E-O effect in the polymer is a necessary condition to achieve high PR performances. Recently our group, as well as other have found that chromophores bearing tri-cyano-dihydrofuran derivatives as the electron-withdrawing group exhibit a promising photorefractive effect in the form of monolithic materials.\textsuperscript{12,13} It is of great interest to incorporate these chromophores into polymers because compared with the NLO chromophores which are not so stable small molecules, the resulting polymers could possess better stability in their amorphous state and the film forming could be easier for the polymers. To obtain low $T_g$ polymers, different alkyl side chains will be introduced. Since these polymers are multifunctional materials made from incorporation of different functional monomers which are rather sensitive to reaction medium (esp. the chromophores), many traditional polymerization approaches are not compatible with these monomers. It was found that the palladium mediated Stille coupling reaction is mild enough to tolerate the NLO chromophore and yielded polymers with sizable molecular weight. These polymers demonstrated excellent PR properties and detailed physical studies disclosed insightful information about the structure-property correlation.
Results and Discussion:

Synthesis of Monomers and Polymers: The key components for the new chromophores are the electron-withdrawing moieties: tri-cyano-dihydrofuran derivatives (compound 2 and 3 in Scheme 1), which can undergo Knoevenagal condensation with substituted amino benzaldehyde 1 to afford the NLO chromophores/monomers M1 and M2. As shown in Scheme 2, all the PR polymers were synthesized with high yields by palladium-catalyzed Stille polycondensation using Pd(PPh₃)₂Cl₂ as the catalyst and THF as the solvent. Longer alkyl chains were used not only for the enhancement of the solubility, but also to lower the glass transition temperature of the resulting polymers. Based on the “Orientational Enhancement Effect”, lowering the $T_g$ of the PR polymer could allow the chromophores to re-orient in response to the combined internal and external fields, and greatly improve the magnitude of the refractive index grating. Polymers P1 and P2 were synthesized from the corresponding monomers M1 and M2 with di(tributyltin) thiophene M0, respectively. The polymer P3 is obtained from another monomer (dihexadecyl-diiodobenzene) together with M1 in the ratio of 70:30. This polymer was synthesized in order to test our hypothesis that dilution of chromophores could weaken the intermolecular interaction between adjacent chromophores and help to shorten the re-orientation time in response to the existing field. GPC measurement in THF with a polystyrene standard indicated the relative number averaged molecular weight ($M_n$) and the polydispersity (PDI) of all three polymers (P1: $M_n$: 12400, PDI: 2.30; P2: $M_n$: 15000, PDI: 2.08; P3: $M_n$: 9000, PDI: 1.67). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies indicate that glass transition temperatures for P1, P2 and P3, are around 20.1, 5.6, and 1.3°C, respectively. All the glass transition temperatures are lower than room temperature, as expected.
Scheme 2. Synthesis of polymers.

Optical Properties: The electronic absorption spectra of the monomers, M1 and M2, and polymers, P1, P2 and P3, were shown in Figure 17. Monomers M1 and M2 exhibit maximum absorptions at 592nm and 589nm, respectively, which also dominate the absorptions of the corresponding polymers, as listed in Table 3. The refractive indexes at 780nm for P1, P2 and P3 (in Table 4) were determined with the prism-coupling method (Metricon model 2010 prism coupler).
Table 3. Redox potentials and energy level for M1, M2 and P1, P2, P3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( E_{ox} ) (V)</th>
<th>( E_{red} ) (V)</th>
<th>( E_{onset}^{\text{anodic}} ) (V)</th>
<th>( E_{onset}^{\text{cathodic}} ) (V)</th>
<th>( E_{HOMO} ) (eV)</th>
<th>( E_{LUMO} ) (eV)</th>
<th>( E_{gap} ) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
<td>-3.55</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>-5.27</td>
<td>-3.52</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
<td>-3.64</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.79 (^c)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
<td>-3.64</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>-5.29</td>
<td>-3.62</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.78 (^c)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>-5.29</td>
<td>-3.62</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>NA (^d)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>-5.28</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) All potentials were calibrated with ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc\(^+\)) couple.
\(^b\) reported as \( E_{1/2} \) values taken as the average of the anodic and cathodic peak potentials vs Fc/Fc\(^+\).
\(^c\) 2\(^{nd}\) oxidation potential.
\(^d\) no apparent peak observed clearly.

Redox Properties: The study of the redox properties of the monomers M1 and M2, polymers P1, P2 and P3 were implemented by cyclic voltammetry (CV). Under the assumption that the energy level of ferrocene/ferrocenium is 4.8 eV below vacuum, the LUMO and HOMO energies levels
could be calculated according to $E_{\text{HOMO}} = -(E_{\text{onset}} + 4.8)eV$, and $E_{\text{LUMO}} = -(E_{\text{onset}} + 4.8)eV$.\textsuperscript{10} As indicated in Figure 18, Compound M1 undergoes one-electron oxidation process, ascribable to the facile removal of an electron from the electron-rich amino moiety. The oxidation potential ($E_{\text{ox}}$) for M1 is about 0.54 V (vs. Fc/Fc\textsuperscript{+}), which is almost the same as the first oxidation potential of polymer P1 (0.55 V), while the second oxidation peak of P1 can be barely observed at 0.79 V (vs. Fc/Fc\textsuperscript{+}), due to high order oxidation potential from the electron-rich backbone. Only one irreversible peak can be observed at -1.35 V (vs. Fc/Fc\textsuperscript{+}) for M1, identical to the reversible peak for polymer P1 at -1.36 V (vs. Fc/Fc\textsuperscript{+}). The onset oxidation potential and the reduction potential for M1, at 0.46 V and -1.25 V (vs. Fc/Fc\textsuperscript{+}), were used to deduce the energy levels of M1. It was found that the HOMO and LUMO energies for M1 are -5.26 eV and -3.55 eV (vs. vacuum), respectively. Similar analysis was applied to all other materials and the results are summarized in Table 3.

**Photoconductivity and Mobility:** The photoconductivity and mobility measurements provide insightful information about the structure/property relationship. It was found that the photoconductivity measured at 780nm for P1 is slightly larger than that of P2 (0.072ps/cm vs. 0.065ps/cm), but much larger than that of P3 (0.025ps/cm). This is because the concentration of the chromophores in P1 is higher, which also serve as the photosensitizers and determine the amount of photogenerated charges. Bipolar (hole and electron) carriers were observed in these materials by the mobility measurement (time of flight (TOF) experiments) as we reported before with a similar system.\textsuperscript{16} The bipolar transport is also confirmed in the time-dependent diffraction efficiency experiment (Figure 18). Both hole and electron mobility of P1 are larger than those of P2 since the close proximity of the chromophores in P1 rendered by less bulky groups (methyl groups) might help charge carriers “hop” between adjacent chromophores.

**Photorefractive Properties:** In our previously reported PR polymeric systems and other fully functionalized PR polymers, photosensitizers such as metal-containing macrocycles, 2,4,7-trinitro-9-flurenone (TNF) or fullerene (C\textsubscript{60}) are needed for charge generation. Polymers reported
here have been shown to be photoconductive due to the incorporation of the novel chromophores in the absence of any other photosensitizers. The unequivocal evidence for their PR nature was provided by two-beam coupling (2BC) experiments where two coherent laser beams with equal intensity (780nm, p-polarized, 2x948mW/cm$^2$) were intersected inside the thick polymer films. The asymmetric energy transfer between the two beams was clearly observed due to the phase shift between the incident light intensity and the refractive index modulation. The optical gain coefficient ($\Gamma$) was calculated using the following equation:

$$\Gamma = \frac{1}{L} \ln \left( \frac{\beta}{1 + \beta - \gamma} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\beta$ is the intensity ratio of the two incident writing beams, $\gamma = I_{\text{probe}}(I_{\text{pump}} = 0) / I_{\text{probe}}(I_{\text{pump}} = 0)$ is the ratio of intensities of the probe beam with or without the presence of the pump beam, and $L$ is the optical path length of the beam with gain. As shown in Figure 20, the gain coefficients for all three polymers (P1, P2 and P3) increase monotonically with the increment of the applied field. While P1 shows the highest gain coefficient of 180 cm$^{-1}$ at a relatively low field of 50 V/\mu m, P2 exhibits a gain coefficient of 60 cm$^{-1}$ at a field of 37 V/\mu m before the dielectric breakdown and P3, 8.8 cm$^{-1}$ at 69 V/\mu m. Since the absorption coefficients ($\alpha$) for P1, P2 and P3 are 24, 17.5 and 2.8 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, the net optical gain coefficient ($\Gamma - \alpha$) are 158, 43 and 6 cm$^{-1}$ for P1, P2 and P3 at the fields mentioned. Thus, P1 is the best among all three polymers in terms of both the gain coefficient and the net gain coefficient, which almost doubles the value of the highest gain of our recently reported polymers (83 cm$^{-1}$ at a field of 60 V/\mu m, polymer 4 in ref 10).

To gain further insight into the PR nature of these polymers, degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM) experiments were performed, in which two s-polarized laser beams were used to write the PR grating and a weak p-polarized, counter-propagating beam served to read the index grating. The field dependence of the diffraction efficiencies for P1 and P2 is shown in Figure 21. Polymer P1 consistently shows higher diffraction efficiency ($\eta$): 68% at a field of 46 V/\mu m, which is much higher than the functional polymers we reported before. Due to the dielectric breakdown, the field applied to the film made with P2 could not go beyond 37 V/\mu m, and a diffraction efficiency of 12% was observed at that field. For P3, no observable diffraction efficiency could be obtained.

These results can be interpreted based upon the figure of merit (FOM) for low $T_g$ organic PR materials,$^{17}$

$$F = \frac{1}{M} \ln \left( 9\mu\beta + \frac{2\mu^2\Delta\alpha}{k_bT} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\mu$ is the dipole moment, $\Delta\alpha$ the anisotropy of the linear polarizability, $\beta$ the second-order polarizability, $k_b$ the Boltzmann constant, $T$ the temperature, and $M$ the molar mass. The elongation of alkyl group inevitably increases the molar mass ($M$ in equation 2) and lead to the decrease of the FOM. Since the optical gain coefficient is a linear function of FOM, polymer P2 exhibits a relatively lower gain than P1. For polymer P3, the low content (30%) of NLO chromophores is unfavorable to obtain a high optical gain. It is also conceivable that the electronic transport along the chromophore is diminished when the density of the chromophores is reduced, confirmed with experimental results from photoconductivity and mobility measurements (in Table 4). The above argument is reinforced by the observed trend of the diffraction efficiency.

**Table 4.** Typical physical properties of the PR polymers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>n [780nm]</th>
<th>$\sigma^0$ (ps/cm)</th>
<th>$T_g$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\mu_b$ (cm$^2$/V)</th>
<th>$\mu_c$ (cm$^2$/V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.688</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1.6x10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>2.6x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>590.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.8x10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>5.5x10$^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>592.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.611</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>NA$^c$</td>
<td>NA$^c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ measured at an applied field of 33 V/μm with intensity 175 mW/cm$^2$

$^b$ measured at an applied field of 33 V/μm with time of flight method at 532nm, experimental detail see reference 17.

$^c$ no detectable transit current was observed at the condition of b.

However, the lower glass transition temperature for P2 seems to reduce the response time, measured by using DFWM and determined by fitting numerically the following quadratic biexponential function:

$$\eta(t) = \eta_0 \left\{ 1 - \left[ a \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right) + (1-a) \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_2}\right) \right] \right\}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\eta$ is the time dependent diffraction efficiency, $\eta_0$ is the diffraction efficiency in the steady state, $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are the fast and slow time constants respectively and $a$ is a dimensionless weighting factor.

The existence of two main processes in low $T_g$ organic PR materials, the build up of the space charge field and the contribution of the orientation of the chromophores, justifies the use of
the biexponential equation. The temporal change of the space charge field could be related to the fast time constant \( r_1 \); while the slow \( r_2 \) indicates the reorientation of the chromophore in the combined fields. As indicated in Figure 22, the higher the field, the faster the response time constants. At the same electric field, both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) for P1 are smaller than those for P2. The fast time constant \( r_1 \) does not vary too much for P1 and P2 (e.g. at external field of 31 V/\mu m, 2.0s for P1 and 1.2s for P2) due to structural similarities between the two constructing chromophores (and also the polymers). The slight difference in \( r_1 \) can be interpreted according to the differences in the charge carrier mobility (Table 4). The faster the mobility, the quicker the buildup of the internal electric field which results the smaller \( r_1 \). However, for the slow time constant \( r_2 \), the glass transition temperature starts to play a crucial role: at the same field of 31 V/\mu m, the polymer P2 with a \( T_g \) of 5.6°C shows response time of 3.8s, but the P1 with much higher \( T_g \) of 20.1°C shows a response time of 16s. Lower \( T_g \) means the chromophores gain more free volume at the room temperature to reorient in response to the integrated fields, resulting in a faster reorientation time.

Experimental Section:

General Methods. All chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers and used as received unless otherwise specified. All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere unless otherwise noted. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was distilled over sodium and benzophenone. The \(^1\)H-NMR spectra at 500 MHz and \(^{13}\)C NMR spectra at 125 MHz were collected on Bruker DRX-500 spectrometer. UV/Vis spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrometer. Solution UV–vis spectra were measured as \( 1 \times 10^{-5} \text{M} \) solutions in chloroform at 25°C. Thermal analyses were performed on Shimadzu DSC-60 and TGA-50 under nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 5°C/min. Cyclic voltammetry was performed on a Bioanalytical Systems CA-50W with a three-electrode compartment cell (Bioanalytical Systems Inc.) equipped with a platinum disk as working electrode, a platinum wire as counterelectrode, and an Ag/AgNO\(_3\) electrode as reference electrode. The supporting electrolyte used was tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1 M in methylene chloride). The scan rate was adjusted to 25 mV/s. All potentials were calibrated with a ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) couple. All reported \( E_{1/2} \) values are taken as the average of the anodic and cathodic peak potentials. Mass spectrometry was provided by Hewlett Packard Agilent 1100 LCMSD. Elemental analyses were performed by Atlantic Microlab, Inc. Molecular weights and distributions were measured with a Waters RI and UV GPC system (Waters 410 Differential Refractometer and Waters 486 Tunable Absorbance Detector) with polystyrene as the standard and THF as the eluent. The films for two-beam coupling and four-wave mixing experiments were prepared by sandwiching the materials between two indium-tin oxide (ITO) covered glass substrates. Homogeneous film samples suitable for two-beam coupling and degenerate four-wave mixing experiments were prepared by sandwiching a slightly warmed material (~30-55 °C) between two indium–tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrates with thickness controlled by a polyimide spacer, affording film thickness of ~130 \( \mu \)m. Samples so prepared were also used for measurement of the absorption coefficients (\( \alpha \)). Two-beam coupling experiments were performed using a diode laser (780nm, 50mW) as the light source. The two split \( p \)-polarized laser beams with equal intensity (2×948mW/cm\(^2\)) were intersected in the film with an external cross-angle of 18° to generate the refractive index grating. The film normal was tilted an angle of 53° with respect to the symmetric axis of the two writing beams to provide a nonzero projection of the grating wave vector along the poling axis. The transmitted intensities of the two beams were monitored by two calibrated diode detectors. Diffraction efficiency was measured by degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) experiment, in which two \( s \)-polarized laser beams (780nm) of equal intensity (2×948mW/cm\(^2\)) intersected in the film to write the index grating, and a weak \( p \)-polarized beam (probe beam,
12.5mW/cm²) counter-propagating to one of the writing beams was used to read the index grating formed in the material. The diffracted light intensity of the probe beam was detected by a photodiode and subsequently amplified with a lock-in amplifier. The diffraction efficiency \( \eta \) was calculated as the ratio of the intensities of the diffracted beam to the incident reading beam. Data were collected by a computer. The refractive indexes of the polymers were measured by using the Metricon Model 2010 Prism Coupler at 780nm.

**Synthesis of M0.** Thiophene (5.25g, 62.5mmol) was refluxed in 20ml hexane with TMEDA (21.77g, 187.4mmol), followed by dropwise adding n-butyl lithium (187.4mmol, 2.5M in hexane). The mixture was kept at reflux for 2.5h, then tributyltin chloride (49.2g, 151.2mmol) was dropwise added followed by another 0.5h of reflux. The mixture was then poured into water and the organic layer was separated and distilled under reduced pressure to yield monomer M0 (22.84g, 55%).

\[ ^1H \text{NMR (500MHz, CDCl}_3, \text{ppm): } \delta 0.89 (t, J=7.3Hz, 18H, CH}_3), 1.10 (t, J=7.0Hz, 12H, CH}_2), 1.33 (m, 12H, CH}_2), 1.58 (s, 12H, CH}_2), 7.35 (s, 2H). \]

**M1.** A mixture of compound 1 (1.00g, 0.938mmol) and compound 2 (0.238g, 1.195mmol) in 10ml ethanol was added a catalytic amount of NaOH (1.9mg, 0.047mmol, 15mg/ml aqueous solution). The mixture was allowed to reflux for 5 days. After the solvent removal, the residue was purified by flash chromatograph on silica gel (hexane:ethyl acetate = 6:1 v/v) to yield monomer M1 as a dark blue/purple solid (1.031g, 88%).

\[ ^1H \text{NMR (500MHz, CDCl}_3, \text{ppm): } \delta 0.88 (t, J=7.1Hz, 6H, CH}_3), 1.25-1.34 (m, 72H, CH}_2), 1.62 (m, 4H, CH}_2), 1.74 (s, 6H, CH}_3), 2.58 (t, J=8.1Hz, 4H, benzyl), 3.38 (t, J=7.9Hz, 4H, NCH}_2), 6.62 (d, J=9.0Hz, 2H, aromatic protons), 6.71 (d, J=15.8Hz, 1H, trans double bond), 7.51 (d, J=9.0Hz, 2H, aromatic protons), 7.58 (d, J=15.8Hz, 1H, trans double bond), 7.58 (s, 1H, aromatic proton), 7.59(s, 1H, aromatic proton). \]

\[ ^{13}C \text{NMR (125MHz, CDCl}_3, \text{ppm): } 13.95, 22.46, 22.67, 26.78, 27.00, 27.35, 29.29, 29.35, 29.38, 29.41, 29.49, 29.56, 29.65, 29.68, 30.18, 31.90, 39.30, 51.33, 53.48, 96.59, 100.32, 102.36, 108.56, 111.55, 112.07, 112.15, 112.81, 121.32, 132.54, 139.25, 144.72, 144.86, 147.34, 152.15, 172.38, 177.35. \]

\[ \text{MS m/z calcd. from C}_{68}H_{104}N_{4}O_{12} (M-H)^{-}: 1246.40; \text{Found: 1246.20}. \]

**Polimerization.** A typical polymerization procedure is listed below: A mixture of M0 (0.316g, 0.477mmol) and M1 (0.567g, 0.455mmol) in 5ml THF was added with Pd(PPh}_3}_2Cl}_2 (0.016g, 0.02mmol) as the catalyst. The mixture was kept at reflux with stirring for 2 days and then the catalyst was removed by filtration through Celite. The polymer was isolated through precipitation from methanol/hexane (2:1 v/v). Further purification was conducted by re-dissolving the polymer into chloroform, filtration and re-precipitation. The polymer was a dark blue viscous solid after being dried under vacuum at 40°C overnight. Yield: 0.464g (95%).

**Reference:**
8. Molecular Diodes Based Upon Conjugated Diblock Co-oligomers

Our diblock copolymer projects has initially focused on demonstration of its rectification effect, which is an fundamental phenomenon that closely related to applications on molecular electronics and photovoltaic applications. We chose to synthesize molecules with one electron-rich and another electron deficient blocks. The designed molecule consists of an electron-rich bithiophene segment and an electron-poor bithiazole segment; they are efficient hole- and electron-transporting agents, respectively. Scheme 3 outlines the synthetic approach to the molecule. A thiol group was introduced to the thiophene end so that the diblock molecule can be assembled into monolayers on conductive gold surface for physical studies. The aromatic thiol is unstable and can easily be oxidized to disulphide. Fortunately, previous studies have established that disulphide compounds are equally effective in forming self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) directly on gold surfaces. The chemical structure of diblock disulphide molecule 4 is shown in Scheme 3, along with that of a structurally similar reference compound 7 without the diblock structure. The latter compound was synthesized for a meaningful comparison of the electrical properties with that of the diblock oligomer 4.
The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the monolayers of the diblock molecule were investigated by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (Nanoscope III, Digital Instruments). After a stable STM scan was obtained, the feedback loop for the STM control was briefly interrupted. The Pt/Ir STM tip (grounded to zero potential) was then held at a constant position above the film, the tip-sample separation being determined by the impedance used, which typically ranged from 60 to 300 GΩ in these experiments. High impedance was used throughout the STM experiment to avoid large fluctuations in tip movement and prevent mechanical damage to the sample surface. The voltage was then ramped from positive to negative bias while the current tunneling through both the air gap and the molecule was recorded.

First, to probe the rectifying effect due to single molecules, molecules 4 were inserted into SAM of alkanethiol host. The bright spots in the inset to Fig. 23a is the constant-current STM image of the molecule 4 inserted into preassembled monolayers of decanethiol. The bright spots all over the monolayers of decanethiol are very uniform in size (~2 nm diameter) and constant-current height (~5–6 Å from background). STS studies were performed on top of both the bright spots and the surrounding decanethiol molecules. The I-V characteristics determined for single molecules of 4 is depicted in Fig. 23a. Pronounced I-V asymmetry is observed for these single molecules, with turn-on voltage at around +1.0 V, whereas the corresponding tunnel current at −1.0 V remains at a low value. In contrast, the decanethiol background showed a near-perfect symmetric I-V curve, the current is more than an order of magnitude smaller than that of diblock molecule 4. The differential conductance curve (obtained from data in Fig. 23a) is shown in Figure 3. A turn-on voltage of ~1.0 V on the positive side can also be deduced.

The monolayers assembled from pure disulphide 4 were investigated with optical ellipsometry and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). Ellipsometry provides a macroscopic
film thickness of 16.0 ± 0.5 Å, compared to a theoretical end-to-end distance of 18.6 Å based on fully optimized geometry of conjugated thiol derived from 4 using quantum chemical method. This result indicates that the molecules adopt an average tilt angle of ~30° from the surface normal, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. A large current-voltage (I-V) asymmetry was also consistently observed in the SAM of pure compound 4 (Fig 23b). The threshold voltage for significant current increase on the positive sample bias was about +0.75 V, a measure of tunneling barrier for electron injection from STM tip to LUMO of the molecule. The difference in turn-on voltage observed here (+0.75 V) and that found for mixed monolayers of 4 (+1.0 V) is due to difference in tunneling resistance (bias of 600 mV for data shown in Fig. 2b and +1000 mV for Fig. 23a). To illustrate the asymmetry in conductivity on both positive and negative biases, the differential conductance (dI/dV) versus voltage relationship was considered and is shown in Fig. 24 (inset). The large asymmetry in conductance is evident with threshold turn-on voltage of ~+0.8 V.

In order to confirm that the I-V asymmetry was not due to work function difference between gold substrate and Pt/Ir tip or to artifacts caused by poorly controlled tip-sample interaction, monolayers of a reference oligomer 7 were prepared and studied accordingly by STS under the same conditions as for compound 4. The I-V curves obtained for monolayers of 7 exhibited nearly perfect symmetric behavior over a fairly large bias range (inset in Fig. 23b). This is clear evidence that the rectifying effect observed in monolayers of disulphide 4 is due to the intrinsic diblock nature of the molecule.

Methods

Monolayer formation. To prepare monolayers for STM or ellipsometry studies, gold substrates (~1000 Å) thermally evaporated on mica or silicon wafer supports were immersed in chloroform solutions of disulphide 1 or 2 (~0.8 × 10^-3 mol l^-1) at room temperature for 24 h. The samples were rinsed with hexanes, ethanol and chloroform, blown dried with argon, and stored under N₂. To insert disulphide 1 into insulating preassembled pure monolayers of decanethiol, Au substrates on mica were immersed in ethanolic solutions of decanethiol (2 × 10^-3 mol l^-1) at room temperature for 18 h, rinsed with ethanol and placed in a chloroform solution of 1 (~0.33 × 10^-3 mol l^-1) at room temperature for 8 h.

Monolayer characterization. STM images were recorded with a Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) in the constant-current mode, operated under ambient conditions, and STS was performed using the program routines. Electrochemically etched Pt/Ir tip (Molecular Imaging, Phoenix, AZ, USA) were used for both STM and STS studies. The I-V curves are the average value of measurements in the same spot. Ellipsometry measurements were performed with a Gaertner L116C single-wavelength optical ellipsometer equipped with a He-Ne laser operating at the wavelength of 632.8 nm with incidence angle of 70°. An index of refraction of 1.55 was assumed for the film thickness calculations.

9. Synthesis of New Diode Molecules and Their Sequential Assembling to Control Electron Transport

The above diode molecules opened a new direction for our diblock copolymer subproject. It shows the potential for making impact on molecular electronics. However, the molecule described above has only one terminal sulfur atoms for connection with gold surfaces. To explore the use of such diode molecules in potential electronic devices, it is necessary to equip this thiophene–thiazole diblock oligomer with two different terminal thiol groups that can be sequentially connected to gold electrodes; thereby the rectifying direction can be predetermined with the known molecular orientation between the two electrodes. Further research is aimed at synthesis of diode molecules with asymmetrically protected thiol groups so that the rectifying direction of diode molecules can be controlled in a two-terminal circuit configuration through sequential assembling process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of showing control of the electron transport by controlling the orientation of diode molecules between two electrodes.

We synthesized two thiophene–thiazole diblock oligomers with two different thiol-protected end groups. The orientation of the diblock structure between gold electrodes was controlled through a sequential deprotection and immobilization procedure (deprotection a / self assembly / deprotection b / Au nanoparticles). It was found from electron transport studies that the rectifying effect of the resulting assembly was indeed controlled by the orientation of the molecules.

![Scheme 4](image)

*Scheme 4: Preparation of assemblies 1 and 2. a. NaOEt, THF, gold substrate; b. TBAF, THF, Au nanoparticles. Assembly 3 (ref 5b).*

The synthetic procedure for the molecule in assembly A3 was reported previously.\[5\] Introducing another thiol group to the compound in A3 proved to be infeasible due to the tautomerism between thiol and thione. However, we found that thiolation at 5-position in the
thiazole molecule can be achieved. Thus, compounds 6 and 13 were designed and their syntheses are outlined in Scheme 5. The two thiol-protection groups used are cyanoethylene \(-\text{S-CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{CN}\) (CNE) and trimethylsilylethylene \(-\text{S-CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{SiMe}_3\) (TMSE). The former can be readily deprotected to free thiol under basic conditions while the latter is stable even under very basic conditions such as butyllithium but labile to fluoride-mediated cleavage.\[^6\] Our synthetic strategy was to build TMSE-thio protecting group at the beginning, taking advantage of its inertness to basic conditions, and then put the CNE-thio protection group later in the synthesis. The TMSE-thio group was first attached to the dithiophene unit through the dithiophene iodide 1 based on a general method for aryl-sulfur bond formation using copper (I) as catalyst.\[^7\] After Stille coupling with the dithiazole block 4, the diblock molecule with TMSE-thio protecting group 5 was prepared. The last step was to introduce the CNE-thio group at the other end to form 6 based on a previously used procedure.\[^5\]

![Scheme 5: Syntheses of compound 6 and 13.](image)

Originally, we planned to deprotect TMSE-thio and CNE-thio groups on compound 6 in two different sequences so that the diode molecule could be immobilized to electrodes with different orientations. Experiments showed that first deprotection of TMSE group would also simultaneously eliminate the CNE group. However, deprotection of CNE-thio group first worked well with TMSE-thio group intact. Thus, the sequential deprotection procedure—deprotection of CNE-thio group first and then TMSE-thio group—was applied. In order to reverse the molecular orientation between...
electrodes, compound 13 was then synthesized. Compound 13 has the similar diblock structure as compound 6, but with the two different thio-protection groups switched in positions (Scheme 5). Since it is difficult to functionalize the 2-position of dithiazole unit after TMSE-thio protection group was added on the 5'-position, we chose first to couple dithiazole 4 with one thiophene unit with its 2-position protected to form compound 8, then attached the TMSE-thio protection group using the same coupling reaction described above. Finally another thiophene unit with a built-in CNE-thio protection group was connected through Stille coupling reaction to make compound 13. 

$^1$H and $^{13}$C spectra are consistent with the expected structures. Mass spectra show mass of M$^+$ about 604.9 for both compounds 6 and 13.

The orientation of the diblock structure between gold electrodes was controlled through a sequential deprotection and immobilization procedure (deprotection a / self assembly / deprotection b / Au nanoparticles) as described in Scheme 4. First, the CNE-thio group was deprotected in situ to free thiol by sodium ethoxide /ethanol and the target molecules were self-assembled onto the gold substrate. Then the TMSE-thio group was deprotected with TBAF solution in THF and treated with freshly made gold nanoparticles (NP). Thus the diode molecules were connected with both ends to gold electrodes and ready for electron transport study. The assemblies A1 and A2, prepared from molecule 6 and 13, respectively, were shown in Scheme 4.

---

**Figure 26**: Constant current STM topography of a dodecanethiolate SAM on Au (111)/mica, before (a) and after (b) the insertion of 6; the molecule is shown as bright spot and indicated by a circle. c. The image of the surface after attachment of Au nanoparticle to the top termini of 6. The area showed is 50 x 50 nm$^2$, STM imaging conditions: $V_{bias} = +1.0$ V, $I_t = 1$ pA).

To investigate the charge transport on the single molecules, monolayers with isolated diode molecules are needed. We utilized Au(111) dodecanthiolated self-assembly monolayer (DDT SAM) as the substrate, into which the molecules 6 and 13 were inserted. Figure 26a shows the STM image of DDT SAM on Au(111) surface as a highly ordered structure. High resolution images (inset in Figure 1a) reveal a hexagonal packing with a averaged distance between the nearest and next-nearest neighbor spacing (represented by $a$ and $b$ respectively) of ~ 0.5 nm and ~ 0.9 nm, which correspond to the characteristic ($\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$) R30° absorbate overlayer on Au(111). Figure 26b shows a STM image taken on the DDT SAM after insertion of molecules 6. The bright spot (indicated by a circle) in Figure 26b is the constant-current STM image of the molecule 6 with the TMSE-thio protecting group on the top. The images are reproducible through different scans. The intensity of the bright spots change sporadically in agreement with the stochastic behavior reported for single molecules inserted in alkanethiolate SAM. The shape and size of the spots are constant and the size is averaged about 1.8 nm, which is similar to other single molecules inserted in
alkylthiol matrix.\textsuperscript{[10]} Under the insertion conditions used in this work, the bright spots are probably single molecules; however, we cannot rule out the possibility of formation of aggregates.

According to the data available in the literature, the orientation of DDT is defined by a tilt angle of 30°.\textsuperscript{[8]} Since molecules of assemblies A1 and A2 are located in the defects of the DDT SAM, we assume both assemblies have the same orientation as DDT SAM on the gold surface. After the TMSE-thio protecting groups were removed, Au NPs were attached to the exposed terminal thiol groups. Figure 1c shows the STM image of this Au-S-6-S-Au assembly A1. The apparent diameter of the Au NP is in the range between 9-11 nm. A separate TEM micrograph of NP showed an average diameter of 8 nm.\textsuperscript{[11]} The enlargement in the size of single molecules and NP can be attributed to the combination of electronics factors and tip convolution effects.

Electron transports for the assemblies A1 and A2 prepared in scheme 4 were investigated by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). It has been demonstrated that gold NP can be immobilized to the surface thiol groups in symmetrical alkylidithiol monolayers assembled on Au substrate and I-V behaviors of the assembly can be readily measured by Scanning Probe Microscopy.\textsuperscript{[12]} Figures 2 summarized the averaged I(V) data for assembly A1 (Figure 27a) and A2 (Figure 27b). The gap conditions used to define the tip-sample separation are -0.5 nA and -0.1 nA at -1.5 V, respectively. The STS spectra for A1 clearly showed asymmetric I-V behavior with higher current at negative bias potential than at positive one. The average rectification ratio (RR) is 0.19 (for easy comparison, 1/RR is was used in Figure 27a), where RR is defined by RR = I(+1.5V)/I(-1.5V).\textsuperscript{[13]} Opposite rectifying behaviors were found for assembly A2 with an average RR of 4.8. To demonstrate the reproducibility of the I(V) curves for different NP on the SAM monolayer, the inset histograms showed the statistical distribution of 1/RR for A1 and RR for A2 for the different NP measured. The RR range is 2-7 for A1 while the 1/RR range for A2 is 3-7. The ranges in both cases can be attributed to different conformations of the molecules into the SAM defects. The statistical histogram analyses were based on measurements taken on ~50 different immobilized single Au NP for each assembly. The I(V) data for each NP is the average of ~100 individual I(V) curves, each of which composes of 256 points, while each point has been averaged 3-5 times by the software.

Figure 27: Averaged I(V) curves measured over ~50 different gold nanoparticles at $V_{bias} = -1.5$ V for a) assembly A1 ($I_t = -0.5$ nA,) and b) assembly A2 ($I_t = -0.1$ nA).
Figure 3: I(V,z) data taken at different current set points for a $V_{\text{bias}}$ of -1.5 V for: a) assembly A1 and b) assembly A2.

We also changed the current set points (distance between the STM tip and the Au NP), to see the behavior of the junction under different gap conditions. Figure 28 shows the I(V) curves obtained at different current set points for assembly A1 and A2. The opposite asymmetric I(V) behaviors for A1 and A2 were observed consistently with various current set points. Though the interplay of two junctions together with the charging of the NP can change the symmetry of the I(V) curve,[14] the contribution should be always in the same direction. In our case the opposite asymmetry between A1 and A2 ruled out any significant contribution from such effect.

Since the opposite rectifying behavior for A1 and A2 also rules out any contribution in the asymmetry originated from the measurement setup, the rectifying effect observed should be an intrinsic property of the molecules. Though the position of one side methyl group on one thiophene unit was different in compounds 6 and 13, which may affect the twist angle of the conjugation and thus electron delocalization, we believe that the determining factor is the dipole orientation of the thiophene-thiazole diblock rather than the slight difference in the side methyl group. The results are consistent with our previous results from the assembly A3 in Scheme 1. Assembly A3 has the same dipole orientation as assembly A2. Preliminary calculations at the HF/G-31G level showed that the component along the molecule axis is 1.68 and 1.54 Debye for molecules 6 and 13, respectively.


10. Concluding Remarks:

Our research in this grant period is characterized productivity and new discoveries. Our photorefractive materials project identified new form of photorefractive materials, namely monolithic materials. Detailed structure/property studies revealed new features and point to the approaches to the improvement of PR performances. We discovered the dramatic effect of trapping molecule on PR properties, which can be significant for future optimization of PR materials. We must also point out that the key issue in organic PR materials is the slow response time. It seems to be an intrinsic problem because organic materials usually have a rather low charge carriers’ mobility. The response time, of course, is a function of applied field. High field will lead to fast response time. The dilemma is the high field also can lead to dielectric breakdown of the materials and bring heavy cost to power supply system. A better system that has combined properties is the one developed in our lab, which contains oligothiophene and an NLO chromophores.

Our diblock copolymer project demonstrated pronounced rectification effect in an asymmetric diblock co-oligomers, the fundamental feasibility of diblock copolymers as the PV materials. Photocell is a diode that is driven by photo energy. It laid foundation for future development of these materials for solar cell application. We have succeeded in synthesizing a new version of diblock copolymers that exhibit fast charge separation rate and slow charge recombination process. Detailed studies on solar cell are in progress.

In the past grant period, we are also successful in educating new generation of scientist related to DOD’s mission. Four graduate students partially supported by this grant received their Ph.D degrees and two postdoctoral associates worked on this project. Two of them went to academic institution as assistant professors and others found positions in industrial labs.

We thank AFOSR for kind support of our research.

\(^1\) See supporting information for plots of cross-section showing the apparent size of the Au-S-6-S-TMSE and Au-S-6-S-Au arrays displayed in Figure 2b.
This report summarizes the research effort for the grant period as indicated above on search for better photorefractive materials. New synthetic approaches and new materials with much improved photorefractive properties have been developed. Detailed discussion and description are described in this report. It was also reported the development of conjugated diblock co-oligomers for rectifying effect, which is the fundamental requirement for photovoltaic applications.